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General Trading Terms and Conditions 

These Trading Terms as amended from time to time apply to all orders placed by the customer from time to time and 
apply notwithstanding any terms and conditions submitted by the customer with their order or otherwise. They 
supersede all previous terms and conditions or oral or written communications, representations or understandings which have 
previously governed a contract for the sale of products from Zen Imports to the customer. No contract for the supply of products 
exists between Zen Imports and the customer until a customer’s order for products has been accepted by Zen Imports either in 
writing or by actual supply of the products. 

1. Zen Imports' products are available for sale to qualified customers which conduct RETAIL STORES only, and which stock a 
range of product for resale to consumers. Qualification will be determined at Zen Imports’ sole discretion upon receipt from 
the customer of an application for retail supply containing full and accurate details of the retail business conducted by the 
customer, including but not limited to details of the website (domain name) from which the customer operates any online sales 
(Primary Website). Upon acceptance of the customer by Zen Imports, customer agrees that it will notify Zen Imports of any 
significant changes to its business within 14 days of such change occurring, including but not limited to changes in the 
ownership of the business and changes in the location, number or nature of the retail stores from which the business is 
conducted. Zen Imports reserves the right to cease supply, or vary the products supplied to the customer in the event of any 
significant changes to the customer’s business.

2. The required opening order for NEW accounts is $3000. For re-orders under $500 a small order surcharge of $10.00 + GST 
applies for processing. Minimum annual purchases of $10,000.00 per annum is required to maintain a trading account.

3. For NEW accounts, opening orders must be PRE-PAID (Proforma Invoice). Credit may be offered at Zen Imports'
discretion after a qualifying period and upon receipt of a completed and signed credit application, including directors 
guarantee (if applicable).

4. Open account terms are STRICTLY NET 30 DAYS from statement date (i.e., paid by / before the end of the month following 
the statement date).

5. We regret that overdue accounts or accounts over their credit limit will not be supplied further orders until all
payments have been received. An interest charge of 2% per month will be applied to all overdue accounts. We reserve
the right to revise or revoke credit privileges if terms are not met.

6. All specifications, materials and models are subject to change without notice.
7. Zen Imports reserves the right to change the prices for any products upon the provision of 5 working days' notice. Once

an order is accepted by Zen Imports and supply of the products is confirmed by Zen Imports the price will remain unchanged 
until supply of that order is completed by Zen Imports.

8. Out of stock items will be back ordered unless otherwise requested.
9. Printed prices do NOT include GST. GST will be charged at the current rate.
10. Zen Imports reserves the right in its sole discretion not to accept any order by the customer.
11. The customer will be required to stock such range and amount of products within each brand supplied to it by Zen Imports as 

is necessary, in Zen Imports' sole discretion, acting reasonably, to justify the cost to Zen Imports of supplying the customer.
12. Nothing in these Trading Terms obliges Zen Imports to supply any product or brand to a customer and Zen Imports

shall be free to determine in its sole discretion which specific brands of products, or categories of brands, that it will
offer to supply, or supply to the customer.

13. Zen Imports and customer agree that Zen Imports shall be the sole and exclusive supplier to the customer of all brands 
distributed by Zen Imports.

14. The customer agrees to adhere to the Brand Advertising Guidelines (BAGs) which are annexed as Schedule 1 to
these Trading Terms. The customer acknowledges that the brands supplied by Zen Imports are premium brands and
that the BAGs are necessary for the legitimate protection of such brands.

PAYMENTS 

15. EFT is our preferred payment method. Please include your account code with your remittance for easier identification.
16. Name: Zen Imports Pty Ltd - No 2 A/C      BSB: 062-009    A/C: 1017-1825          Bank: Commonwealth - Wynyard Branch. 
17. We are happy to accept payment by credit card (Mastercard/Visa), however, due to the bank cost associated with credit

cards payments there will be a surcharge for processing. Should your account exceed our trading terms and be passed over
for collection all costs including agencies commission, solicitor’s fees and any out-of-pocket expenses are the liability of the
customer.

RETENTION OF TITLE 

18. The products shall remain the sole and absolute property of Zen Imports as legal and equitable owner, and the property in
and title to the products shall not pass from Zen Imports to the customer until the customer has paid Zen Imports in full for
the products and for all other products supplied by Zen Imports.

19. Until title in the products has passed pursuant to Clause 18 the customer holds the products as bailee in the capacity of
a fiduciary for Zen Imports. The customer shall keep the products supplied to it by Zen Imports in its possession and
take good care of them and store them and mark them in a manner that identifies the products supplied and clearly
shows that they belong to Zen Imports.

20. If the products are on-sold by the customer in the ordinary course of business to a third party prior to payment by the
customer in full for the products and all other products supplied by Zen Imports, the customer does so as agent for Zen
Imports and the customer unconditionally agrees to keep the proceeds of such on-sale in a separate bank account on trust
for Zen Imports and, at Zen Imports’ request, to assign to Zen Imports any debt owed to the customer in respect of the on-
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sale, until Zen Imports has been paid in full for the products and for all other products supplied by Zen Imports. 
Notwithstanding this paragraph, the customer shall not represent to any third parties that it is in any way acting for Zen 
Imports and Zen Imports will not be bound by any contracts with third parties to which the customer is a party. 

21. If:
a) any payment by the buyer to Zen Imports is overdue, in whole or in part; or
b) the customer is otherwise in default under any contract with Zen Imports; or
c) the customer shall become bankrupt or commit any act of bankruptcy or compound with its creditors; or
d) the customer shall have judgment entered against it in any court; or
e) the customer being a company, shall have a liquidator, provisional liquidator, receiver, manager or administrator

appointed or enter into any other form of insolvency administration,
then all sums owing by the customer to Zen Imports in respect of the products or in respect of other products supplied by 
Zen Imports shall become immediately due and payable and Zen Imports may (without prejudice to any of its other rights) 
recover and resell the products and any other products supplied by Zen Imports. Zen Imports may, for the purpose of 
recovery or re-sale of the products and any other products supplied by Zen Imports, enter upon the customer's premises 
by its servants or agents, and Zen Imports is irrevocably authorised to effect such entry, including the use of such 
reasonable force as is necessary to effect such entry, and to use the name of the customer and to act on behalf of the 
customer if necessary, to recover possession of the products and any other products supplied by Zen Imports. 

22. In this clause:
a) ‘PPSA’ means the Personal Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth); and
b) the terms ‘Register’; ‘Purchase Money Security Interest’; ‘Security Agreement’; ‘Security Interest’; ‘Verification

Statement’; ‘Financing Statement’ and ‘Financing Change Statement’ will have the meanings given to them in the
PPSA.

23. The customer:
a) acknowledges that these Trading Terms constitute a Security Agreement for the purposes of the PPSA; and
b) grants a security interest to Zen Imports in all products (and the Proceeds) previously supplied by Zen Imports to

the customer (if any) and in all future products (and the Proceeds) supplied by Zen Imports to the customer; and
c) acknowledges that the security interest granted in accordance with paragraph (b) is a Security Interest for the purposes

of the PPSA.
24. The customer:

a) acknowledges that Zen Imports may register its Security Interest in the products (and the Proceeds) as a
Purchase Money Security Interest on the Register; and

b) must execute documents and do such further acts and things and provide such further information as may be
required by Zen Imports to enable registration of the Security Interest granted by the customer on the Register,
or to perfect or correct any registration.

25. The customer agrees that to the extent permitted by law, Zen Imports owns, and the customer waives any rights it may
have to anything installed in or affixed to the products, including any rights it might otherwise have under Part 3.3 of the
PPSA.

26. The customer acknowledges and agrees that where the PPSA applies to action taken by Zen Imports in relation to the
products, the customer:
a) agree that sections 116(2), 120, 125, 142 and 143 of the PPSA will not apply;
b) waives its right to receive any notices Zen Imports is required to give the customer under the PPSA (to the extent

that the notice can be excluded) and includes any right to receive a notice under sections 95, 118(1)(b), 121(4),
123(2), 130, 132(3)(d), 132(4) and 135 of the PPSA and any Verification Statements.

FREIGHT, DELIVERY & PASSING OF RISK 

27. Freight is included in the price (except where indicated) to major destinations.
28. Requested Overnight Express bags are charged at cost. This is additional to any minimum handling charge that may apply.
29. For a carrier nominated by the customer, freight will be at customer's expense.
30. Claims for missing or incorrectly supplied products are to be reported within 7 days of receipt of products.
31.

a) Delivery of the products will occur when the products are left at the customer’s premises by Zen Imports’ carrier, or, if
the customer’s nominated carrier is used, when the products are collected from Zen Imports’ premises by the
customer’s carrier.

(b) The risk in the products passes to the customer at the time of delivery of the products, and insurance cover is the
responsibility of the customer from that time.

32. For all our retail orders that are delivered to a residential address, we have been incurring additional charges for a
residential delivery and in many instances, redelivery fees from our transport carrier. Zen Imports Pty Ltd have been
absorbing these additional charges, however we are now having to pass these charges on. In future, this fee of $20 (+GST)
will be added to your orders automatically. Please note that this fee is not replacing any other fees that you may incur from
Zen Imports.

RETURNS & WARRANTY 

33. If products need to be returned, please call us to indicate what problem you may have, and we will issue a Return
Authorisation Number (RAN). Please have your invoice number ready and call Customer Service on 02 8878 3600

34. All returns (CREDIT OR WARRANTY) should be accompanied by the R.A.N. and invoice number on which the products
were supplied and date of purchase. The R.A.N. should also be shown on the outside of the parcel for identification.
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35. Products returned for credit must be unused and in original, unmarked packaging and be returned prepaid freight.
These are subject to a 15% restocking charge.

36. The manufacturer of the products may provide documents with the products detailing the manufacturer’s warranty against
defects. The Australian Consumer Law (Schedule 2 to the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)) requires that these
documents meet certain requirements. Zen Imports makes no representation, and gives no guarantee, as to the content
of any documents supplied by the manufacturer with the products, or the compliance of these documents with any law or
regulation, including, but not limited to the Australian Consumer Law. Where the manufacturer of the products provides a
warranty with the products, claims under that warranty will be repaired, replaced or credited by Zen Imports at its
discretion and subject to the terms of that warranty.

37. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Zen Imports is not liable in the event that the customer suffers any loss or damage,
or is the subject of any claim, arising out of the content of any documents that the manufacturer supplies with the products.
It is the Applicant’s responsibility to check these documents for accuracy and compliance.

38. Misused or improperly cared for products cannot be accepted for return.
39. Nothing in these Trading Terms is or is intended to exclude the operation of any statutory guarantee which may apply to

the products pursuant to the Australian Consumer Law.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

40. The customer’s warranty rights under these Trading Terms are in addition to all other rights and remedies in respect of the
products supplied by Zen Imports which the customer has under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and similar State
and Territory laws. Where the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 or similar State or Territory legislation implies into, or
expressly includes in, these Trading Terms any term, condition, guarantee or warranty, and that legislation avoids or
prohibits provisions in a contract excluding or modifying them, then the term, condition then the term, condition, guarantee
or warranty shall be deemed to be included in these conditions of sale PROVIDED THAT, to the fullest extent permitted by
law, Zen Imports’ liability for a breach of these Trading Terms or of any such term, condition, guarantee or warranty,
including any consequential loss which the customer may sustain, shall be limited, at the option of Zen Imports, to either
replacing or repairing the products, or the payment of the cost of acquiring equivalent products.

INDEMNITY 

41. The customer indemnifies and holds Zen Imports harmless from and against all liabilities, losses, damages, costs or
expenses incurred or suffered by Zen Imports and from and against all actions, proceedings, claims or demands made
against Zen Imports, arising in either case as a result of:

a) the customer’s failure to comply with any laws, rules, standards or regulations applicable to the products or the use
of the products;

b) use of the products otherwise than in accordance with any instructions or directions given by Zen Imports or contrary
to any warnings given by Zen Imports;

c) any exaggerated claims made by the customer in respect of the products or claims which are not in accordance with
the product literature published by the manufacturer of the products; or

d) any negligence or any breach of duty by the customer.
INTERNET SALES 

42. The customer is permitted to sell the products on the Internet, only from the Primary Website specified in the customer’s
application for retail supply or such other website as notified in writing to Zen Imports (Websites) provided that Zen
Imports has given its prior written approval for such Internet selling from such Websites. Zen Imports’ approval of Internet
sales may be given subject to conditions, including restrictions on the brands and/or product lines which the customer is
permitted to sell on the Websites or any of them.

43. The customer must only offer products for sale on the approved websites that are also available for sale in its retail stores
and must not offer for sale any products on the websites unless it holds sufficient physical stock of the same in its facility to
allow supply of the same without making small, frequent and repeat orders on Zen Imports. For the avoidance of doubt,
small, frequent and repeat orders shall be any order(s) placed for the same products two or more times per week.

44. For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure that the advertising of the premium nature of the brands supplied by Zen
Imports is not compromised, the customer must not sell the products on eBay (ebay.com; ebay.com.au), Gumtree
(gumtree.com.au), Amazon (Amazon.com, Amazon.com,au) or any other third party marketplace, auction or classifieds
websites unless Zen Imports has given its prior written approval.

45. The Websites and each of them must be only accessible from the domain name specified in the application for retail supply
and /or as approved by Zen Imports in writing and must not be framed within other third party websites or online shopping
networks. The customer must not advertise the products for sale on sites separate from the Websites which do not sell
products (but exist only to refer potential customers to the Website via a hyperlink). The customer must obtain Zen Imports’
prior written approval before advertising the products for sale on sites separate from the Websites which do not directly sell
products.

46. The customer must not sell products on the Websites, or any of them to addresses outside Australia, and must not ship the
products outside Australia without Zen Imports’ prior written approval.

47. The customer must not sell or advertise for sale or display any products on the Websites or any of them that infringe
Zen Imports’ intellectual property rights (including any trademarks of third parties that Zen Imports’ is authorised to use in
Australia).

48. Zen Imports may issue, from time to time and in its reasonable discretion, quality standards or directives in relation to
content on the Websites or any of them which content advertises for sale brands and products supplied by Zen Imports or
otherwise relates to Zen Imports’ products (but not the Website as a whole), to ensure that the products and Zen Imports’
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brands remain of good reputation. The customer must use reasonable endeavours to comply with such quality standards or 
directives. 

49. Zen Imports may require the customer to include promotional information on the Websites or any of them about products
which are not yet available for sale. The customer will use reasonable endeavours to comply with such requests
provided it has been given at least 10 days’ notice of the requirement and the customer has submitted an order for the
products for sale on the Websites.

TERM AND TERMINATION 

50. These Trading Terms commence on the date Zen Imports notifies the customer in writing of its acceptance the
customer’s application for retail supply (“Commencement Date”), and will continue for a period of 12 months from the
Commencement Date (Term). At the end of the Term, these Trading Terms will automatically renew on a rolling, monthly
basis, until terminated by either of the parties on giving five days’ written notice to the other party.

51. Zen Imports may terminate these Trading Terms if the customer is in breach of an obligation under these Trading Terms
and has failed to remedy the breach within five days of receipt of written notice by Zen Imports calling for the breach to be
remedied.

52. Termination will not affect any right that has accrued prior to termination, and clauses 18-26 (Retention of Title), 32-38
(Returns and Warranty), 39 (Limitation of Liability) and 40(Indemnity) survive termination or expiry of this agreement for
any reason.

GENERAL 

53. Zen Imports shall not be liable to the customer in any manner or be deemed to be in breach of these Trading Terms
because of any delay in performing or any failure to perform any of Zen Imports’ obligations under these Trading Terms if
the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond Zen Imports’ reasonable control. Zen Imports may, at its option, delay
the performance of, or cancel the whole or any part of an order.

54. These Trading Terms shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the law of New South Wales,
Australia, and the parties submit to the non- exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of that State.

55. Any provision of these Trading Terms which is held by any competent authority to be invalid, void, voidable, unenforceable
or unreasonable (in whole or in part) shall to the extent of such invalidity, voidness, voidability, unenforceability or
unreasonableness be deemed severable and the other provisions of these Trading Terms and the remainder of such
provision shall not be affected.

56.  Failure by Zen Imports to enforce or partially enforce any provision of these Trading Terms will not be constrained as a waiver
of any rights under these Trading Terms.

57. Any variation to these Trading Terms shall be effective only if accepted in writing by Zen Imports.
58. Zen Imports may, from time to time, amend these Trading Terms and shall give notice of the same by posting the amended

terms on the Zenport online portal. Such amendment shall take effect 14 days after the amended terms are posted on the
Zenport online portal. The most current version can be found through the Zenport online portal and the customer should
check for any amendments prior to placing each order, as the making of an order will amount to an acceptance of these
Trading Terms as amended from time to time.
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Schedule 1: Brand Advertising Guidelines (BAGs) 
Zen Imports Pty Ltd (Zen) distributes a successful stable of brands nationwide across multiple industries. The products Zen 
distributes are brands that we believe in, that we invest heavily in and in many cases the brands we distribute are premium brands 
and leaders within their category. This includes Leatherman, Ledlenser, Klean Kanteen, Nite Ize, Spyderco, Muela, Smith’s, 
SteriPEN, Atka, and other brands supplied to you by Zen (Brands). 

The purpose of these guidelines (which will be added as an addendum to your existing Terms and Conditions of Trade) is to set out 
the policies and procedures to which you, as Zen's customer (referred to in this document as "You"/"Your"), must adhere when 
advertising products bearing the Brands (Products). These guidelines have been designed to ensure that: 

• Zen complies with its obligations to the Brand owners as a distributor of the Brands in Australia;
• Zen and You do not breach the intellectual property rights of any party; and
• the reputation of each of the Brands as premium products is maintained.

1.  General

1.1         All advertising and promotion of the Products in whatever form and using whatever medium, must: 
• comply with any specific Brand guidelines issued by the owners of the Brands and notified to you from time to time;
• have regard to, and be consistent with the premium nature of the Brand;
• use, where relevant, marketing and promotional images or description of the Products which have been supplied by,

or approved by Zen;
1.2         Upon request from Zen You must make any changes to marketing and promotional images or descriptions of the 

Products within three days of being requested to do so by Zen. 

2.  Websites
2.1         Online advertising, promotion and offering for sale of the Products may be undertaken only: 

a) with the prior written approval of Zen, signed by the Managing Director, Sales Manager or Brand Manager;
b) on a website whose domain name is registered to You or Your related company (Your website);
c) for products bearing the Brands which have been supplied to You by Zen;
d) using marketing and promotional images or description of the Products which have been supplied by, or

approved by Zen; and
e) in a format which is consistent in all respects with the template which can be supplied upon request.

2.2         Any request for approval to engage in online advertising of the Products must be in writing and must: 
a) clearly identify the domain names of all websites through which You propose to advertise or sell the

Products and provide details of the registrants and operators of those websites;
b) clearly identify the Products which You propose to advertise, promote or sell online;
c) limit the sale of the Products online to Australian residents only.

2.3         Zen may decline a written request to advertise or sell the Products online where: 
a) the proposed advertisement or sale does not comply with each of the matters referred to in clause 2.1 of

these guidelines; or
b) the request for approval does not meet the requirements set out in clause 2.2 of these guidelines; or
c) it forms the view that the proposed advertising or sale is not consistent with the premium nature of the

Brand.
Any approval given may be for some or all of the Products and for some or all of Your websites. 

2.4         Upon request from Zen You must make any changes to marketing and promotional images or descriptions of the 
Products appearing online within three days of being requested to do so by Zen. 

2.5         From time to time, Zen may notify You that there are some Brands or Products which are not to be advertised, promoted 
or offered for sale online at all. 

2.6         Where You have obtained approval under clause 2.1, to advertise or sell the Products online, Zen may in its absolute 
discretion give its written consent to You describing Yourself as a Zen approved online retailer, which approval may be 
withdrawn by Zen by giving You notice in writing of the withdrawal. 

3.  Pricing

3.1         Nothing in these guidelines restricts or prevents, or is intended to restrict or prevent You from selling the Products at a 
price determined by You. 

3.2         Where the Template makes no provision for advertising of a price for a Product, no reference to price may be included 
in the advertisement. It is permissible, however, to include a reference to the location of pricing information – for 
example "Call us on [insert phone number} for pricing" or "Click here for pricing". 

4.  Termination

4.1         In the event that You fail to comply with any provisions of these guidelines, Zen will be entitled at its absolute discretion 
to cease supply to You of any or all of the Products and close Your account. 
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